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Abstract. 11 

In this paper, we analyze meteorological conditions, thundercloud structure, lightning activity 12 

and characteristics of the flashes that strike two towers separated by 1.3 km on Tosa d’Alp 13 

(2,537 m asl) for two days (March 24 and 31) of the Cerdanya-2017 field campaign. Remote 14 

sensing products (cloud top temperature, lightning flash location, volumetric radar scans) and 15 

a set of sensors installed at Cerdanya station (electric field mill, microwave radiometer, 16 

vertically-pointing K-band Doppler radar, atmospheric soundings) provide the data for the 17 

analysis. A total of 20 flashes (72 strokes) have been detected on these towers with a large 18 

majority on March 24 (18 flashes and 66 strokes), despite of a lower convective activity in the 19 

study region. All these flashes are negative and most of them exhibit the features of upward 20 

flashes: large multiplicity (3.67 in average on March 24), strokes with low peak current (-10.6 21 

kA in average on March 24), and short inter-stroke time interval (40 ms in average on March 22 

24). Some flashes are supposed to be self-triggered on the towers because of the absence (the 23 

low number) of VHF sources before (after) the strokes. Compared to the instrumented “Eagle 24 

Nest Tower”, the “Cerdanya Tardia Antenna” collects a greater number of flashes (strokes) 25 

during the most prolific day with 14 out of 18 (57 out of 66). During this day, all flashes that 26 

radiate in VHF at less than 5 km from the towers strike them. We observe also that the cloud 27 

region around -15°C favorable for charging process is located at lower altitude (1,000 m 28 

above tower altitude) and produce strong radar reflectivity values on that day. Furthermore, 29 

the wind low level stronger on March 24 could facilitate the inception from the towers by 30 

evacuating the corona ions. 31 
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 32 

1. Introduction 33 

Winter lightning only accounts for a small percentage of the annual lightning activity, 34 

which mainly concentrates in summer months in mid-latitude regions. Poelman et al. (2016) 35 

found that only 3% of the annual lightning occurs during winter in Europe, the percentage 36 

even being lower for the continental U.S. (0.03% according to Adhkari and Liu, 2019). 37 

Nevertheless, winter thunderstorms can produce very energetic CG lightning events and a 38 

large amount of damage on structures at the ground (e.g. Wang and Takagi, 2012; Wang et 39 

al., 2017; Matsui et al.,2020). 40 

Interest in winter lightning has grown in recent years, notably because of the global 41 

expansion of wind power generation (e.g. Leung and Yang, 2012; Méndez et al., 2018). 42 

Keeping in mind the dependence of the electrification processes on temperature (e.g. 43 

Takahashi, 1978; Saunders et al., 2006), cloud charges are at lower altitudes in winter, 44 

favoring interaction with ground structures such as wind turbines, as reported in literature 45 

(Wang and Takagi, 2012; Montanyà et al., 2014; Schultz et al. 2018; Pineda et al. 2018a; 46 

Soula et al., 2019). Consequently, the concept of winter lightning has been recently 47 

introduced and conceptualized in the 2018 revision of the “Lightning Protection of Wind 48 

Turbines” standard IEC 61400-24 (Méndez et al., 2018). Another sector that suffers from 49 

winter lightning is aviation. Lightning Initiation by aircraft can be more efficient when 50 

thundercloud charges are closer to the ground, conditions that are mainly fulfilled during 51 

wintertime (e.g. Mäkelä et al., 2013; Wilkinson et al., 2013). 52 

Winter lightning should not only be restricted to those occurring during the winter season, 53 

but include lightning occurring under typical winter environmental conditions, which can be 54 

reached outside the winter season. In this regard, the term winter type-lightning could be more 55 

appropriate. Montanyà et al. (2016) suggested a criterion for the identification of winter-type 56 

lightning worldwide: those occurring when temperatures are equal or lower than -10ºC at the 57 

700 hPa level. The global map of winter lightning resulting from this criterion revealed the 58 

most active areas worldwide. Apart from the well-known coastal areas of the Sea of Japan, 59 

other significant active areas during winter are the north of the Mediterranean basin 60 

(especially the Adriatic Sea region), the Great Lakes and part of the East Coast of the U.S., 61 

Uruguay and surroundings, and southern New Zealand. 62 
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Most of winter lightning to tall structures belong to the upward lightning type. Studies like 63 

Warner et al. (2014), Jiang et al. (2014), Schultz et al. (2018), Bech et al. (2013) and Pineda et 64 

al. (2018a) have shown that enhanced electric fields at the top of tall structures, combined 65 

with a lower altitude of the charge centers (e.g. Montanyà et al., 2016) were enough to allow 66 

the initiation of upward lightning. In fact, upward lightning has also been reported on small 67 

towers located on mountain tops (e.g. Montanyà et al., 2012; Pineda et al., 2018b). The shape 68 

of the mountain appears to be adding a field enhancement factor, resulting in an “effective 69 

height” that is considerably greater than the physical height of the tower (Rizk, 1994; Zhou et 70 

al., 2010). 71 

During a thunderstorm, the presence of space charge produced by glow corona at the tip of 72 

tall objects can hinder the triggering of lightning (Becerra et al., 2007; Bazelyan et al., 2015). 73 

However, a strong wind can remove the corona shield, thus clearing the way for initiation of 74 

an upward leader (Wang and Takagi, 2012). According to Mazur (2016) this is the most 75 

probable explanation for the upward leader inception in the absence of the preceding nearby 76 

lightning flashes. Wang and Takagi (2012) noted that self-initiation upward lightning (SIUL) 77 

occurred with higher observed wind speeds (or a rotating windmill) compared with other-78 

triggered upward flashes. On blizzard conditions in the U.S., Warner et al. (2014) suggested 79 

that notable winds may have played a key role in SIUL, by “stripping” away much of the 80 

corona discharge shielding grounded tall structures. On the other hand, the effect of blades 81 

rotation on wind turbines may have a similar effect, enhancing lightning inception from wind 82 

turbines (Rachidi, 2008; Montanyà et al., 2014). 83 

This study focuses on a comparison of two storm events that occurred on March 2017 84 

during the campaign Cerdanya-2017 in Northeastern Spain. In the campaign area in the 85 

Spanish Pyrenees mountain range there is an instrumented station and a mountain peak with 86 

two high structures. The two storm cases exhibit specific meteorological conditions and 87 

strongly different behaviors in terms of number of lightning strikes on the ground structures, 88 

so the study can contribute to shed new light on the specific meteorological conditions 89 

favoring winter lightning. The organization of the paper includes section 2 that describes the 90 

context of this campaign, the site of instrumentation and the different data used in the study, 91 

section 3 that presents the results from the observations for both events, section 4 that 92 

provides interpretation and discussion issued from the analysis of the observations, and 93 

section 5 that summarizes the main points of the study. 94 
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 95 

2. The Cerdanya-2017 field experiment 96 

2.1. Objectives and site description 97 

The field experiment Cerdanya-2017 took place from October 2016 to April 2017, in the 98 

Spanish part of the Cerdanya valley, thanks to the joint effort of several teams from the 99 

Euroregion Pyrenees-Mediterranean. These teams belong to the Universities of the Balearic 100 

Islands and of Barcelona, METEO-FRANCE, CNRS, University of Toulouse and the 101 

Meteorological Service of Catalonia. The Cerdanya basin sits around 1000 m above sea level 102 

(asl) in the Eastern Pyrenees. Unlike most of the Pyrenean valleys, it is oriented from ENE to 103 

WSW, nearly parallel to the mountain ranges (Fig. 1). The main measurement site of the 104 

Cerdanya-2017 field campaign was deployed at the centre of the basin, in the Cerdanya 105 

Aerodrome (Fig. 1). 106 

The experiment focused on three meteorological phenomena in mountainous terrain: cold 107 

pool, mountain waves and orographic processes. In particular, it analysed the detailed 108 

inversion structure and the surface energy budget of cold pool (Conangla et al., 2018), rotors 109 

and boundary layer separation in mountain wave situations (Udina et al., 2019), and 110 

orographic triggering and intensification of precipitations under stratiform and convective 111 

regimes (González et al., 2019). In parallel to these research topics and taking advantage from 112 

both measurements made on the campaign site and remote sensing products, the present study 113 

on electrical characteristics of some meteorological events could be developed. 114 

2.2. The instrumentation 115 

During the long-term campaign covering 7 months, several automatic measuring 116 

equipments were used to study kinematic and thermodynamic characteristics of the 117 

atmosphere. The site for the ground observations was located on the aerodrome of Cerdanya 118 

(1.867°E; 42.387°N; 1100 m asl) and called Cerdanya Station (CS, hereafter). A Humidity 119 

And Temperature microwave PROfiler (HATPRO, Rose et al., 2005) was installed to retrieve 120 

profiles of temperature and humidity up to 3 km altitude and to perform fast Liquid Water 121 

Path (LWP) sampling, i.e. the total amount of liquid water present up to 3 km altitude, with a 122 

1-s time resolution. This ground-based microwave radiometer detects thermal emission of the 123 

atmosphere at 14 frequencies distributed over two bands: K-band (between 22 and 31 GHz) 124 

and V-band (between 51 and 58 GHz). The oxygen specific absorption features around 60 125 

GHz (in the V-band) and the water vapor absorption line around 22.235 GHz (in the K-band) 126 
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are used to derive information about their abundance and vertical structure. Since liquid water 127 

emission increases with frequency, the brightness temperatures measured in the K-band 128 

around 31 GHz are dominated by liquid absorption and then provide supplementary 129 

information on the columnar amount of liquid water. The temperature profile in the 130 

atmosphere is directly derived from the brightness temperature measured along the oxygen 131 

absorption complex (in the V-band) and the well-known vertical profile of oxygen 132 

concentration since the emission at any altitude is proportional to local temperature and 133 

oxygen density. The amount of the integrated water vapor, the liquid water path as well as the 134 

atmospheric temperature and specific humidity profiles are all retrieved from a statistical 135 

inversion methodology (Löhnert and Crewell, 2003).  136 

On the other hand, a Micro Rain Radar (MRR) provided precipitation vertical profile 137 

observations. The MRR is a Doppler radar vertical profiler operating at 24 GHz (Peters et al., 138 

2005; 2010) and was configured to derive 1-minute averaged vertical profiles of 3 km above 139 

ground level estimates of equivalent radar reflectivity (hereafter radar reflectivity), spectral 140 

width and Doppler vertical velocity at 100 m resolution. Although MRR was first developed 141 

to observe liquid precipitation and has been widely used for this purpose (e.g. Bendix et al., 142 

2006; Adirosi et al., 2016) its application to snow observation has also been demonstrated 143 

(e.g. Kneifel et al., 2011; Garrett et al., 2015). MRR has been recently applied to solid 144 

precipitation studies (Stark et al., 2013; Souverijns et al., 2017, Gonzalez et al. 2019). Data 145 

was post-processed using the methodology proposed by Maahn and Kollias (2012) which is 146 

especially suited for winter precipitations. One of the important uses of the MRR is the 147 

detection of the melting layer, based on the conventional “bright band” signature. The bright 148 

band (BB) is a thin, rather horizontal layer of enhanced radar reflectivity resulting primarily 149 

from the fast increase in the dielectric constant of particles during the melting process and 150 

sharp gradient of fall speeds of precipitation particle (e.g. White et al., 2002; Massman et al., 151 

2017). 152 

The electric field measurement is performed by a field-mill of Previstorm type from 153 

Ingesco Company described in Montanyà et al. (2009) and used during previous campaigns in 154 

France (Soula et al., 2003; Soula and Georgis, 2013). This sensor has a downward electrode 155 

within the measurement head that avoids rain disturbances. In the field of experiment the 156 

sensor is mounted on a 1-m mast installed on flat terrain. The geometry of this installation 157 

reverses and reinforces the electrostatic field on the electrode. Before its use during the 158 

experimental campaign, the sensor was tuned so that its analogical signal was fixed to zero 159 
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when the electrode was completely shielded by a conductive mask. Then, during the 160 

measurement analysis, several days of fair weather were used to determine an average value 161 

of the electrostatic field provided by the sensor in these conditions. By considering that the 162 

fair-weather electrostatic field value is close to 130 V m-1, the coefficient due to the geometry 163 

of the sensor with its support can be calculated and used to correct the values provided during 164 

the atmospheric events documented. The extreme values reported during the campaign and 165 

corresponding with the saturation were -11.4 kV m-1 and 11.4 kV m-1, for negative and 166 

positive polarity, respectively. However, these extreme values were very rarely reported, only 167 

after a rapid variation due to a lightning flash during one or two seconds. The data from this 168 

sensor has been recorded with a time resolution of 1 s. This time resolution reveals the major 169 

discontinuities in the electrostatic field caused by the lightning flashes without the distracting 170 

effects of much faster individual processes within a flash. The polarity of the field is 171 

considered as positive when it is created by negative charge overhead. In practice, the polarity 172 

of the field provides an indication of the most efficient charge above ground and its evolution 173 

can indicate either a modification of the values of the charges within the thunderstorm or their 174 

displacement. It is therefore difficult to discuss the location and the polarity of the charge to 175 

interpret the electrostatic field recordings.  176 

The Eagle Nest Tower (hereafter, ENT) is located on Tosa d’Alp (2,537 m asl) summit in 177 

the eastern part of the Pyrenees (Fig. 1). It is one of the few instrumented towers around 178 

Europe (along with Gaisberg in Austria, Säntis in Switzerland and Peissenberg in Germany). 179 

Since 2011, the tower is instrumented to measure direct lightning strikes, see details in Pineda 180 

et al. (2018b). It is worth noticing that the ENT is a peculiar installation, since it is the 181 

smallest of the instrumented towers around the world (25 m), but, at the same time, the one at 182 

the highest peak (2,537 m asl) (Fig. 1). 183 

 184 

2.3. Remote sensing products 185 

2.3.1. Lightning detection 186 

The lightning flash activity is continuously monitored within the studied area thanks to 187 

two lightning location systems (LLS). First, as in many previous studies (Soula et al., 2019), 188 

we use data from the network operated by Météorage French company (hereafter, Météorage). 189 

This LLS is part of the EUropean Cooperation for LIghtning Detection (EUCLID), 190 

collaboration among national lightning detection networks with the aim to detect and localize 191 

lightning all over Europe (Poelman et al., 2016). It records characteristics such as the location, 192 
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polarity, peak current, and the occurrence times of strokes for CG flashes and for a part of IC 193 

flashes. The sensors of the LLS detect the magnetic field radiated in Low Frequency (LF) 194 

range thanks to double crossed frames. Both magnetic directions finding (MDF) and time of 195 

arrival (TOA) techniques allow determining the location of the strokes with good detection 196 

efficiency (DE) for CG flashes (Poelman et al., 2016). DE is for example around 90% for 197 

negative CG (CG-) strokes and the location accuracy is better than 100 m for 50% of strokes 198 

(Schulz et al., 2016). CG and IC strokes are grouped in flashes thanks to temporal and spatial 199 

criteria of ~0.5 s and ~10 km (Soula et al., 2019). However, both individual strokes and CG 200 

flashes are used indistinctly in the present study. 201 

Second, the LLS operated by the Meteorological Service of Catalonia (SMC) allows 202 

monitoring total lightning (IC + CG) activity in Catalonia (north-eastern Spain) (Pineda and 203 

Montanyà, 2009). This LLS (hereafter, XDDE) is composed of four VAISALA LS8000 and 204 

one TLS200 interferometric stations that operate as a very high frequency (VHF) 205 

interferometer at ~110-118 MHz. IC flashes are located using interferometry technique 206 

(Lojou et al., 2009). The combination of the four different concurrent observations provides 207 

two-dimensional location of the IC sources, as the baseline of the XDDE does not allow 208 

three-dimensional location. Each station (LS8000 or TLS200) is also equipped with a low 209 

frequency (LF) sensor to detect and locate the return strokes by using TOA/MDF technique, 210 

which enables discrimination between IC and CG flashes. The DE for CG flashes estimated 211 

from previous campaigns is ~80% for the domain considered in the present study (Pineda and 212 

Montanyà, 2009). 213 

 214 

2.3.2. Cloud structure and characteristics 215 

Weather radar data are used here to determine thunderstorm characteristics. The SMC 216 

operates a weather radar network in the region, which consists of four C-band (5.600 to 5.650 217 

MHz) Doppler radars. Polar volumes are acquired every 6 minutes, through a fourteen-218 

elevation scan scheme. From this volumetric data, operative products like the Constant 219 

Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI, i.e. Fig 3d-f) are produced every 6 minutes. 220 

Volumetric data allow also to examine vertical cross sections on the reflectivity field (i.e. Fig. 221 

3g-i). Further technical details of the SMC weather radar and network characteristics can be 222 

found in Argemí et al (2014). Despite radar beam blockage in the Pyrenees area may be a 223 

problem (see Bech et al 2003 or Trapero et al 2009 for details), note that most echoes of the 224 

analysed radar data are south of the Pyrenees range, well covered by the SMC weather radar 225 

network. 226 
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To analyse Cloud Top Temperatures (CTT), we use data from the Spinning Enhanced 227 

Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) onboard the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) 228 

satellite launched and operated by the European Space Agency (ESA) and the European 229 

Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT), respectively. 230 

SEVIRI is a radiometer that scans the Earth disk to provide images in 12 spectral bands every 231 

15 minutes at a spatial resolution of 0.027°, which corresponds to 3 km at nadir, below the 232 

geostationary satellite located at 0º longitude on the equator. The CTT is provided by the 233 

thermal infrared band (IR) at ~11-13 μm. The temperature accuracy is generally better than 234 

~1°C. We consider the parallax error for the latitude region (estimated to be about 15 km for a 235 

cloud top at ~12 km at this latitude) for the figures that associate the locations of CG strokes 236 

with their parent clouds. 237 

 238 

3. Results 239 

3.1. Case of 24 March 240 

3.1.1 Overview 241 

On 24th and 25th March 2017, a surface low to the East of Catalonia favoured an 242 

advection of moist and mild air from the Mediterranean Sea below a cut-off low at 500 hPa 243 

over the Iberian Peninsula with a cold core of –33ºC. The passage of a backward warm front 244 

from northeast to southwest resulted in a heavy snow event in the Pyrenees. Stations close to 245 

ENT site recorded 17.2 to 55.9 mm of daily precipitation with 0.4 mm/min maximum rainfall 246 

rate. Fig. 2a shows evidence of lightning activity in a 160 km × 160 km region including CS 247 

and ENT on 24th March 2017. Indeed, the CG stroke density is substantial in a band in the 248 

southern part of this area, and locally in some spots scattered in the whole area with especially 249 

large values at the ENT location with a maximum value of 1.5 stroke km-2 according to the 250 

Météorage network. This density is calculated with a spatial resolution of 0.05° which 251 

roughly corresponds to 5 km. Thus, the CG stroke density brings out a very active spot at the 252 

ENT location.  253 

Fig. 2b-d displays three graphs with several parameters related to CS measurements in a 254 

subset of the event (from 20:00 to 24:00 UTC 24 March), after a warm front crossed the area 255 

of study. The vertical profile of MRR in Fig. 2b shows pulses of enhanced reflectivity as short 256 

as 5 - 10 min. These cells are associated with well-defined vertical cores of maximum 257 

reflectivity higher than 30 dBZ. The increased downward vertical velocity (Fig. 2c) below the 258 

0ºC isotherm suggests the top of the melting layer (2,100 m asl). It is to be noted large 259 
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reflectivity values (up to 30 dBZ) observed at higher altitudes (above the 0ºC isotherm) 260 

during these events. Hydrometeor fall speed doppler spectral width values above 1.5 m s-1 261 

(Fig. 2d) and downward particle velocities up to 5 m s-1 provide evidence of riming by 262 

colliding with supercooled droplets, ice particles can increase in mass and give birth to 263 

graupel that fall at higher speeds than ice crystals and snowflakes. From 20:30 UTC the 0°C 264 

isotherm is slightly shifted to higher levels. This could be due either from the effect of latent 265 

heat release due to condensation of water vapor associated with positively buoyant air, or to 266 

precipitation scattering and emission as reported by Knupp et al (2009). The first possibility 267 

would be supported by the facts that the 0°C isotherm ascent starts around 20:40 UTC and 268 

does not change significantly when radar reflectivity increases; similarly, the -10ºC isotherm 269 

climb starts before 21:00 UTC with a time lag respect the 0°C isotherm ascent. 270 

Fig. 2c displays also electrical parameters, especially the electric field at CS and the 271 

distance of CG strokes detected by Météorage. The electric field varies with a great number of 272 

excursions in positive and negative values, with extreme values at about 7 kV m-1 and -10 kV 273 

m-1 in positive and negative polarity, respectively. The negative large values occur with flash 274 

discontinuities, especially between 21:00 and 21:30 UTC. This period corresponds to the pass 275 

of the most vigorous cells of this case study characterized by highest MRR reflectivity values 276 

and strongest vertical development (Fig. 2b), which confirms the probable presence of graupel 277 

favorable to the charging processes (Saunders et al., 1991). This period experiences also an 278 

accumulation of close strokes with a minimum distance around 8 km. This distance 279 

corresponds to that between ENT and CS and concerns the large number of strokes detected at 280 

ENT location by Météorage (Fig. 2a). The CS region was affected by new cells between 281 

21:45 and 23:30 UTC, especially between 22:00 and 22:30 UTC, but these cells are less 282 

vigorous. The electrical activity shows that there are much less strokes detected nearby and 283 

less large electric field changes in negative polarity during this second period.  284 

3.1.2 Storm structure analysis 285 

Fig. 3 displays several graphs for the 20:30-21:30 UTC period and the study area: (a-c) the 286 

CTT from Meteosat radiometer with superimposed CG strokes detected by Météorage during 287 

15 minutes; (d-f) the CAPPI radar reflectivity at 1 km altitude with the CG strokes detected 288 

by Météorage during 6 minutes; (g-i) the cross section of reflectivity along the segment 289 

plotted in the CAPPI at the same time with the CG strokes at less than 5 km and during 6 290 

minutes. This 1-hour period corresponds to the most active in terms of electrical activity, i.e. 291 

the higher electric field values and variations, and the number of strokes detected close to CS 292 
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and ENT region. At the beginning of the period (Fig. 3a), the CTT values close to the ENT 293 

are around -60°C while the colder ones appear in the southwestern part of the area and move 294 

northwestwards in the following tens of minutes (Fig 3b-c). The strokes are essentially 295 

located close to the cold cores of the system for the negative ones (pink circles) and more in 296 

their periphery for the positive ones (red plus). A great number of negative strokes gather on 297 

the ENT at each step, which explains the recurrent 8-km distance for strokes in Fig. 2c. Fig. 298 

3d-f (1-km high CAPPIs) show several bands of precipitation (30-40 dBZ) at low altitude 299 

roughly southeast-north-west oriented, reaching the ENT. Vertical cross sections (Fig. 3g-i) 300 

show the moderate development of these bands, rather reaching 5 km height. All the strokes 301 

detected during 6 minutes at 5 km from either side of the line are plotted in Fig. 3g-i.  302 

Fig. 3j-o shows the same kind of plots for the period around 22:00 UTC when new cells 303 

pass over CS. The cells at that time have also large reflectivity radar values below 3000 304 

meters as indicated in Fig. 2b-c. However, much less strokes were detected close to CS and 305 

ENT. The CTT values close to the CS are not very cold, since they are around -55°C and -306 

50°C at 21:55 and 22:10 UTC, respectively (Fig. 3j-k). The radar reflectivity is also much 307 

lower than 1 hour before close to CS, with values lower than 20 dBZ above CS and around 25 308 

dBZ at 22:10 UTC above ENT (Fig. 3l-m). The corresponding cross sections confirm a lower 309 

development (Fig. 3n-o). 310 

 311 

3.2. Case of 31 March 2017 312 

3.2.1 Overview 313 

From March 31 to April 1 a cold front associated to an Atlantic low located in Scotland 314 

moves eastwards producing scattered showers over Catalonia that hardly accumulated 10 mm 315 

of precipitation.As shown in Fig. 4a, lightning activity was recorded during that day in the 316 

study area, with spots of stroke density spread out on a southwest-northeast-oriented band. 317 

The maximum of density is close to 0.5 stroke km-2 from Météorage. The edge of the last spot 318 

of stroke density is in the surroundings of ENT, with low values of about 0.1 flash km-2.  319 

Fig. 4b-d shows the convective activity recorded by the MRR at CS from 18:30 till 20:00 320 

UTC. During this period the convective cells occur in pulses with a higher frequency and 321 

higher maximum reflectivity values (> 35 dBZ). Except at the beginning of precipitation, the 322 

strongest reflectivity values are mainly observed below 1 km altitude. MRR Doppler vertical 323 

velocity profiles show a strong velocity gradient (particle fall speed increase) due to the 324 

melting of ice crystals to rain, allowing to identify the melting layer during the middle and last 325 
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steps of the event (not present during the convective precipitation). The 0°C isotherm is at 326 

about 1.3 km agl altitude before the precipitation event and rises up to 1.8 km during 327 

precipitation, and the -10ºC isotherm follows a similar pattern. As discussed in the previous 328 

case study, this effect may be due to the latent heat release due to condensation, convection, 329 

or to liquid thermal emission of precipitation (Knupp et al., 2009). On the other hand, ENT is 330 

below the freezing level from 18:00 UTC so precipitation at that level will likely be formed 331 

by solid precipitation particles and supercooled droplets, predominantly found at temperatures 332 

ranging from 0°C to -20°C. The precipitation profile below that level displays characteristics 333 

typical of ice-initiated rain affected by seeder-feeder process and low-level orographic 334 

precipitation enhancement including collision and coalescence among water drops (Rutledge 335 

and Hobbs, 1983; Trapero et al., 2013; Massman et al., 2017). 336 

The relatively strong reflectivity values observed in association with downdrafts at high 337 

altitudes are probably due to higher speeds of hydrometeor particles associated to the 338 

enhanced turbulence produced in the beginning of the event as suggested by the MRR spectral 339 

width (fig 4d). Fig. 4c displays also electrical parameters related to CS, i.e. the electric field 340 

locally measured, and the distance of CG lightning strokes detected by Météorage. The 341 

electric field starts to change its polarity to positive about 20 minutes before 18:00 UTC, then 342 

it increases during a few minutes up to 2 kV m-1 before a substantial decrease during a few 343 

tens of minutes around 18:00 UTC. At that moment, the MRR detects reflectivities about 20 344 

dBZ only above an altitude of 2 km and progressively at lower altitude (Fig. 4b). This first 30-345 

minute field variation reports on the approach of a typical storm with a dipole and a positively 346 

charged anvil, and several lightning strokes detected at distances greater than 15 km from CS. 347 

When the first precipitation reaches the ground at 18:20 UTC, the electric field increases 348 

rapidly up to 7.5 kV m-1, which means the presence of negative charge above CS. The field 349 

decreases immediately and during 10 minutes as the precipitation reaches the ground around 350 

18:30 UTC, which can be interpreted as the evacuation of negative charge by the rain to the 351 

ground (Soula et al., 2003). Simultaneously, CG lightning strokes are detected closer and 352 

closer, which confirms the storm is above the CS. During a few tens of minutes from 18:30 to 353 

about 18:50 UTC, the electric field describes large changes because of close lightning strokes 354 

and charge transfers by the rainfall. After 19:00 UTC, the electric field is much quieter and 355 

only two positive lightning strokes are detected in the surrounding area, typical observations 356 

during the end of storm. The last rain showers detected at low altitude above the CS by the 357 

MRR after 19:10 UTC (Fig. 4c) do not seem electrically charged. 358 

 359 
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3.2.2 Storm structure analysis 360 

Fig. 5 shows the same parameters as Fig. 3. First, at 18:10 UTC a small cloud system 361 

approaches CS at less than 15 km, with two apparent cells from the CTT displayed in Fig. 5a, 362 

each one producing a small number of CG flashes. The minimum CTT values are about -55°C 363 

in both. Another cloud system at 50 km southwest to CS is more active in CG flash 364 

production and with colder CTT values (up to -60°C). Then, at 18:25 UTC one of the cells in 365 

the closest cloud structure reaches the CS site with CTT values of about -56°C above CS and 366 

low activity, while the second located at about 25 km southwest of CS becomes much more 367 

active with CTT at -63°C (Fig. 5b). The other structure approaches at southwest of the first 368 

one, with less cold CTT and reduced activity. Both structures produce CG lightning strokes, 369 

essentially negative, and merge 15 minutes later (Fig. 5c). The core of the coldest CTT passes 370 

very close south to CS (at less than 10 km) and just above ENT. Most of CG strokes detected 371 

by Météorage concentrate in the cold core of this convective system.  372 

The 18:12, 18:30 and 18:42 UTC radar CAPPIs (Fig. 5d-f) show a strong convective 373 

activity successively associated with both cloud systems observed from the CTT in the 374 

previous panels of the figure. Indeed, the radar reflectivity is greater than 45 dBZ at 18:12 375 

UTC in the most southwestern system that is active earlier, while it is maximum around 40 376 

dBZ 18 minutes later in the merged system south to the CS. From these three panels, the 377 

higher the reflectivity the greater number of CG strokes. Fig. 5g-i confirms the higher 378 

reflectivity at low altitude at 18:12 UTC, a stronger vertical development at 18:30 and 18:42 379 

UTC when the system is south to CS, and lightning strokes associated with a core of 380 

reflectivity in altitude at each step of time. 381 

 382 

3. 3 Flash characteristics 383 

A large amount of CG- strokes have been recorded in a 6 km × 6 km region encompassing 384 

Tosa d’Alp shown in Fig. 6, in blue on March 24 and in red on March 31. Both IC and CG 385 

strokes are included, because we consider that some events can be misclassified. Indeed, ICs 386 

may be classified as CGs, and vice versa (Cummins and Murphy, 2009). Furthermore, several 387 

studies reported a higher rate of misidentification on LLS measurements related to towers 388 

(e.g. Warner et al., 2014; Azadifar et al., 2016; Pineda et al., 2019). They related the 389 

misclassification to the electric fields radiated from return strokes on tall towers, which have a 390 

shorter peak-to-zero time compared to regular downward flashes. We can see in Fig. 6 the 391 

grouping of most strokes in two locations in the area, each with a high structure, one 392 
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corresponding with the tower at ENT (1.893°E; 42.320°N) and the other corresponding with 393 

Cerdanya Tardia Antenna (1.905°E; 42.331°N; 2,316 m asl) called hereafter CTA. Indeed, 12 394 

CG- strokes are concentrated at less than 500 m from ENT while 60 are concentrated at less 395 

than 500 m from CTA, and a small ten others are scattered at a larger distance. A total of 20 396 

flashes correspond to these strokes, 18 flashes on March 24 and only 2 on March 31. The 397 

other 11 strokes scattered in the area belong also to these flashes, except one (1.883°E; 398 

42.324°N) that belongs to one flash that did not have a stroke at less than 500 m from one of 399 

both tall structures. 400 

The characteristics of all these 20 flashes are summarized in Table 1. On March 24, 401 

Météorage recorded 66 strokes from 18 flashes striking both structures, which provides an 402 

average multiplicity of 3.67. This value is large in comparison with the value of 2.80 from 403 

other flashes detected in Catalonia on that day. A large majority of the flashes strike CTA (14 404 

out of 18) and the larger values of multiplicity correspond with these flashes, with a 405 

maximum of 11 for one flash. All strokes are negative, with an average peak current Ip,2���� of -406 

10.6 kA (averaged over all 66 strokes) and a median of -8.5 kA. The average peak current Ip,2����  407 

for all strokes detected by Météorage in Catalonia during the same day is substantially larger 408 

(-20.3 kA). The inter-stroke time interval has an average of 40 ms (calculated over all strokes 409 

from flashes with M > 1) and a median of 22 ms. The first detection for a flash can be a CG- 410 

stroke or a VHF source called IC in Table 1, and the flashes with a large multiplicity have 411 

tendency to start with a CG- stroke (seventh column in Table 1). Each flash produces a field 412 

jump detected by the field mill located to 8 km from the ENT, the values of which range 413 

between -0.5 and -12 kV/m.  414 

Features from March 31 are very different, with only two flashes and six strokes, one that 415 

strikes ENT and one that strikes CTA. Their characteristics of peak current are closer to those 416 

of the CG- flashes detected during the day over Catalonia. Indeed, the average (median) peak 417 

current is -11.9 kA (-8.4 kA) and it is -12.6 kA for the day in Catalonia. Their average 418 

multiplicity is 3 for the flashes that strike the antenna and the tower, much larger than for the 419 

flashes detected along the day in Catalonia. The inter-stroke time intervals are much longer 420 

for that day with an average of 194 ms. SMC-LLS detected VHF IC sources after the 421 

Meteorage strokes at ENT and CTA, which suggests upward lightning type. 422 

Fig. 7 displays six flashes that struck a tall structure on March 24, with CG stroke location 423 

from Météorage and VHF sources from the XDDE system superimposed with the radar 424 

reflectivity at 1 km altitude. Different cases of flashes are selected, at different periods of the 425 

storm activity, with a CG- stroke as first detected process (b,d,e), with a VHF source as first 426 
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detected process (a,c,f), with strokes on ENT or on CTA (all), and with a large ΔE value 427 

detected by the field mill at CS (a,c,e,f). The first case at 20:57:01 UTC (a) shows that despite 428 

a first detection and a propagation of the flash relatively far from ENT (> 10 km), strokes can 429 

strike the antenna and produce a substantial field variation at CS (-6.9 kV/m). For the second 430 

case at 21:02:16 UTC (b) with 9 strokes on CTA, VHF sources very close to CS and ENT, 431 

and a field variation measured on the field mill of only -5.5 kV/m, the first detection is a CG- 432 

stroke. The third case at 21:04:31 UTC (c) is a case with a large field variation (-12 kV/m) for 433 

which the first detection is a VHF source located east of ENT and propagates westwards to 434 

both ENT and CS with 4 strokes detected on ENT. The fourth case at 21:10:04 UTC (d) 435 

produces a great number of CG- strokes on CTA including the first detection, a propagation 436 

on a short distance and a low field variation at CS (-5.2 kV/m). For the fifth case at 21:16:42 437 

UTC (e), a CG- stroke was first detected on CTA. Then, 3 other CG- strokes struck CTA, 438 

only a few VHF sources were detected, and a field variation of -8.2 kV/m was measured at 439 

CS. The last case at 22:00:04 UTC (f) produced VHF sources detected at more than 20 km 440 

from CTA and propagates progressively towards CTA to strike it three times.  441 

Fig. 8 displays in the same way four flashes for March 31, all in the area of ENT and CTA 442 

but only two striking them (c,d) and reported in Table 1. Fig. 8a displays a flash at 18:31:29 443 

UTC with a first detection of VHF sources in the area with large reflectivity values around 40 444 

dBZ. The flash propagates over a long distance across the convective line (~50 km) with a 445 

great number of VHF detections (183) and strikes the ground (CG-) at two locations, one of 446 

which at a few kilometers from ENT. It produces VHF sources located above ENT, but no 447 

stroke is detected on it. The field mill at CS detects a substantial ΔE with a value of -6.4 kV/m, 448 

suggesting neutralization of negative charge within the cloud at low distance. The flash at 449 

18:42:09 UTC in Fig. 8b is first detected with a CG- stroke very close to ENT (about 1 km 450 

west of ENT, also visible in Fig. 7) that produces a very strong peak current (-96.5 kA) and is 451 

followed by a high density of VHF sources around. This flash lowers a large amount of 452 

negative charge to the ground because it produces a very large ΔE of -15.5 kV/m at CS. The 453 

flash at 18:44:19 UTC in Fig. 8c produces VHF sources first detected 5 km north of ENT and 454 

strikes it three times about 400 milliseconds later. It produces a very large ΔE values at CS, -455 

11.8 kV/m, which indicates that the negative charge neutralized is very close or/and large. 456 

The last flash in Fig 8d at 18:48:49 UTC strikes CTA three times and produces a few VHF 457 

sources relatively northeast from the antenna at about 10 km, but the field mill still detects a 458 

substantial ΔE of -9.4 kV/m. All these flashes lower negative charge from the cloud and 459 

produce large ΔE values. 460 
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Local meteorological conditions during the lightning episodes were retrieved from the 461 

SMC nearby automatic weather station (the AWS is between both towers, 375 m east of the 462 

ENT tower) and are summarized in Table 2. Surface negative temperatures and elevated 463 

humidity are typical for winter lightning (e.g. Adhikari and Liu, 2019). Besides, strong wind 464 

gusts like those recorded on both episodes seem to be necessary to allow upward lightning 465 

inception (e.g. Mostajabi et al., 2018; Arcanjo et al., 2020), since strong winds (above 8-12 466 

m/s) remove the corona shield, clearing the way for the upward leader inception (Mazur, 467 

2016). 468 

 469 

4. Discussion 470 

4.1. Flash characteristics 471 

The storm activity from two days during Cerdanya-2017 field campaign is analyzed in 472 

terms of cloud structure, lightning flash characteristics and surface electric field in the area 473 

surrounding ENT and at the ground measurement site in Cerdanya aerodrome. This activity is 474 

very different in many ways, especially in the number of lightning strikes on high structures 475 

located in the vicinity of Tosa d’Alp (ENT and CTA). Indeed, on March 24 the site of this 476 

tower was struck by 18 flashes during a couple of hours of electrical activity detected by 477 

Météorage, XDDE and the CS field mill, 8 km away. On the contrary, it was struck by only 478 

two flashes on March 31. Furthermore, the difference is even larger for the number of strokes, 479 

with 66 for March 24 and only 6 for March 31, which means an average multiplicity of 3.67 480 

and 3, respectively. The comparison with the CG flashes in the region on both days shows the 481 

multiplicity is substantially larger for the flashes that strike ENT and CTA. On the contrary, 482 

the peak current is much lower for these strokes on March 24 (-10.6 kA for the strokes on 483 

ENT and CTA and -20.3 kA for the strokes over the whole day). On March 24, all the 18 484 

flashes with VHF sources detected at a distance lower than 5 km strike ENT or CTA while on 485 

March 31 only 2 out of 8 flashes strike it. The detailed analysis of the stroke location on the 486 

site shows that a large majority of flashes (14 over 18) strike CTA on March 24, and the 487 

difference is even larger when considering the strokes (57 over 66) since the flashes with the 488 

stronger multiplicity strike CTA. It means the average multiplicity is about 4 for the flashes 489 

striking CTA and only 2.25 for those striking ENT. The CTA seems to have more ability to be 490 

struck by flashes on that day with comparable conditions since the distance is 1.3 km and 491 

even its altitude is little lower by 220 m compared to ENT (2315 m against 2537 m). 492 

However, the height of ENT is only 25 m and that of CTA is 31 m. It confirms that the height 493 
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of the tall structure has a bearing on the flash characteristics estimated by the LLS (e.g. 494 

Bermudez et al., 2007; Pavanello et al., 2007; Diendorfer et al., 2009).  495 

Thus, all characteristics observed on March 24 (negative polarity, low average peak 496 

current, high multiplicity and short interstroke interval) provide evidence regarding the 497 

upward nature of the lightning reported on this episode. Indeed, the negative polarity is a 498 

characteristic generally observed for the upward lightning initiated from tall structures 499 

according to several studies. Diendorfer et al. (2011) found 94% of the 651 lightning flashes 500 

striking the Gaisberg tower in Austria lowered negative charge from the cloud while only 4% 501 

lowered positive charge and the others were bipolar. Another study by Wang and Takagi 502 

(2012) with 100 upward flashes analyzed, concluded that 67.6% of the cases exhibited 503 

negative polarity, and 26.5% presented bipolar currents. Jiang et al. (2014) analyzed 8 upward 504 

flashes that struck a 325-m tower in Beijing and all were negative. Other studies showed that 505 

a tall tower increases the density of negative strokes, especially in the cold season (Kingfield 506 

et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). For flashes striking wind turbines, the same characteristic of 507 

dominant negative polarity is observed (Pineda et al., 2018a; Soula et al., 2019). For the 508 

multiplicity, the result is also relevant since according to several studies, it is larger for the 509 

upward lightning flash than for downward flashes (Schultz et al., 2018; Pineda et al., 2019). 510 

Regarding the inter-stroke interval, figures on March 24 (40 ms in average) are similar to 511 

those reported in another towers. Diendorfer et al. (2009) reported an average interstroke 512 

interval of 17.3ms (median 18.6 ms) at the Gaisberg tower, significantly shorter than observed 513 

in triggered and natural downward lightning. A similar result was found at Säntis tower (17.2 514 

ms, Romero et al., 2013), when the average for Switzerland is of 60 ms (Manoochehrnia et 515 

al., 2007). 516 

The fact that upward flashes can be initiated by tall structures raises another question 517 

about the conditions of triggering. Initially, it was considered that the high electric field for 518 

upward leader initiation was produced by in-cloud discharge (Berger and Vogelsanger, 1969). 519 

This assumption was not confirmed by Takagi et al. (2006) with simultaneous measurements 520 

of E-fields and high-speed images during winter storms at Hokuriku areas of Japan: from 521 

observation of nine upward positive leaders on high grounded-structures, they found none of 522 

which were initiated with apparent in-cloud discharge activity around. A classification of 523 

upward flashes was proposed by Wang et al. (2008) as “other-triggered” if they were 524 

triggered by prior lightning flash near the tall structure and “self-triggered” if not. Wang et al. 525 

(2008) showed that out of 14 upward leaders analyzed, 10 were initiated by nearby lightning 526 
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discharges while the other 4 were apparently initiated without any preceding discharges. On 527 

the contrary, Zhou et al. (2012) studied 205 samples of upward lightning at the Gaisberg 528 

Tower during 2005–2009 and found 87% belonged to the “self-triggered” type. Another result 529 

by Wang and Takagi (2012) showed the question is complex and probably involves several 530 

parameters since they noted that self-triggering occurred more frequently with higher 531 

observed wind speeds. We can also cite Warner et al. (2012) who analyzed upward lightning 532 

flashes from 10 towers at Rapid City in South Dakota, USA, and found that most of the 533 

upward lightning involved preceding flash activity, especially the +CG stroke. In the present 534 

study, we have a sample of 20 flashes that strike a tall structure on a mountain peak. The 535 

information available from two lightning detection systems allows us to say that 12 flashes 536 

start with a detection classified as CG- stroke located at one of both high structures and 8 537 

flashes start with a VHF source detected within the cloud system. For the 12 cases that start 538 

with a CG- stroke, the probability is of course high for them to be self-triggered lightning.  539 

In order to better characterize the flashes that strike a high structure on March 24, we 540 

consider the flashes with VHF sources detected within a circle at 20 km around ENT. Only 5 541 

flashes do not strike ENT or CTA, while 18 flashes strike it. Among the five flashes that do 542 

not strike it, four are CG flashes and one is IC flash. Fig. 9a displays the density of VHF 543 

sources detected by the XDDE for the flashes that strike ENT or CTA and Fig. 9b displays it 544 

for the flashes that do not strike it, in a 0.4° × 0.4° area. Despite the fact that the number of 545 

flashes is much larger in Fig. 9a, the VHF source density is lower with a local maximum at 546 

5.5 km-2 and far from ENT (~20 km). In Fig. 9b it is more concentrated with larger values in 547 

the eastern part of the area with a maximum value of 7 km-2. Around ENT the VHF density 548 

displays some scattered spots of about 4 strokes per km2 especially in Fig. 9a, and very small 549 

values in Fig. 9b that could be due to “isolated” VHF sources. It means that all flashes 550 

detected close to the tower and the antenna strike them on that day and furthermore they 551 

radiate little in VHF compared to other flashes detected further. They are different in density 552 

of negative leaders that radiate much in VHF, which suggests that a good proportion of these 553 

flashes are self-initiated on one of the structures. 554 

 555 

4.2. Meteorological conditions 556 

Meteorological conditions of both days have been examined using meteorological analysis 557 

charts and soundings made at CS on both days (Fig. 10). On March 24, a deep cyclonic vortex 558 

located over France and Spain and cold mid-level air mass within that vortex and created the 559 
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instability favourable for thunderstorms development. Indeed, temperatures below -30°C and 560 

strong southerly air flow at about 5,500 meters of altitude at the beginning of the day (00:00 561 

UTC) were estimated by forecasting, above the region of the experiment Cerdanya-2017. The 562 

sounding made at CS at the end of the day (22:30 UTC) on that day shows -25°C at 6,000 m. 563 

At low levels, a surface depression located in the western Mediterranean organized the warm 564 

and cold air masses and the surface flows. Several ingredients as the surface low of pressure, 565 

a low-level frontal jet, moist air at low level with mixing ratios around 9 g/kg result in 500-566 

1000 J/kg MLCAPE favoured the substantial risk for excessive rain. Precipitation levels 567 

exceeded 100 mm locally and about 430 lightning flashes were recorded in a large area for 568 

that day in Catalonia.  569 

On March 31, a large long-wave trough oriented north-south west of the coasts of Europe 570 

travels slowly eastwards and creates favorable conditions for deep moist convection on its 571 

eastern flank over Spain. Indeed, source of convection is available thanks to westerly cold air 572 

mass overlapping with southerly warm air carrying large mixing ratios producing CAPE up to 573 

around 1000 J/kg. Cumulative rainfall on that day reaches 50 mm very locally in the region of 574 

the experiment, when thundercells develop and move northeastwards. The number of flashes 575 

detected in the same reference area as for March 24 reaches 745 on that day. 576 

There is an apparent paradox to have much more flashes striking ENT or CTA on March 577 

24 since many parameters seem to characterize less strong convective and lightning activities 578 

in the study area. The changes in the vertical profiles of MRR reflectivity and Doppler 579 

velocity indicate transitions among different precipitation types, complementing information 580 

from operational weather radars. One of the more significant features of the MRR, given its 581 

relatively good vertical resolution compared to standard scanning weather radars, is the ability 582 

to detect the melting layer. This feature appears as a layer of high reflectivity owing to ice 583 

becoming water-coated during the melting phase and a sharp increase of fall speed of 584 

precipitation particles (Yuter and Houze, 2003; Smith and Blaes, 2015; Massman et al, 2017). 585 

In the present study, Fig. 4 clearly depicts a melting layer around 1,000 m agl (2,100 m asl). 586 

Although less clear, Fig. 2 also shows a transition at a similar height. Therefore, lightning 587 

activity at ENT and CTA, and surroundings during both episodes occur under snowing 588 

conditions, and can be considered winter-type lightning. However, the main difference 589 

between both days concerns the radar spectral widths and temperature profiles. The radar 590 

spectral width in the first case study is substantially higher than in the second. In both cases, 591 

spectral width increases coincide with the local electrical field oscillation at ground level at 592 
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CS. When spectral width exceeds 1.5 m s-1 (20:30-21:30 UTC, 24 March) electrical field 593 

oscillations present a maximum and also there is lightning activity at ENT; when spectral 594 

width ranges between 0.5 and 1.5 m s-1 then there are also electrical field oscillations as 595 

lightning is more distant; and, finally, when spectral widths are lower than 0.5 m s-1 (19:15-596 

20:15 UTC, 31 March) electrical field oscillations are minimal or non-existent. The 597 

microphysical process behind this behaviour is likely related to increased accretion and 598 

riming suggested by high spectral width values linked to the presence of graupel (Colle et al., 599 

2014). 600 

Regarding the temperature profiles, the 0° isotherm deduced from radiometer data is at 601 

about 600 m agl at the beginning of the storm activity, then goes up to 1,000 m agl during the 602 

storm on March 24, while these heights are around 1,300 m agl on March 31. The CTT above 603 

the site reaches -55°C at about 8,000 m high on March 24 and -60°C at more than 10,000 m 604 

high on March 31. That means the cloud negative charge generated at temperatures ranging 605 

around -15°C is much closer to the ground on March 24. Indeed, according to the sounding on 606 

March 24, the isotherm -15°C should be at about 3,500 m agl which is about 1,000 m above 607 

the tower location. This proximity can produce large values of the electric field on both tower 608 

and antenna to trigger upward leaders, positive in this case toward the negative charge of the 609 

cloud. Since positive leaders do not radiate much in VHF (Rakov and Uman, 2003), very few 610 

sources are detected by the XDDE. Indeed, our conceptual model on the meteorological 611 

conditions favoring winter-type lightning at the ENT is as follows: 612 

(i) On the basis of the non-inductive charging mechanism, the appearance of radar echoes 613 

greater than 30-35 dBZ above the –10°C isotherm is indicative of a substantial amount of 614 

hydrometeor particles in the mixed phase region for electrical charging (Takahashi, 1978; 615 

Saunders et al., 2006).  616 

(ii) Shindo et al. (2015) observed that upward lightning at the Tokyo Skytree tended to 617 

occur when the altitude of –10°C is below 6 km. Similar observations have been reported in 618 

other instrumented towers like Peissenberg, Germany (Heidler et al., 2013), Gaisberg, Austria 619 

(Zhou et al., 2014) Morro do Cachimbo, Brazil (Araujo et al., 2012), and also at Säntis in 620 

Switzerland (Azadifar et al., 2016; Pineda et al., 2019). Regarding the ENT, previous studies 621 

(Montanyà et al., 2012; Pineda et al., 2018) also reported upward activity when the -10ºC 622 

isotherm is low. 623 

(iii) The height of −10°C temperature level relates to the lower part of the main negative 624 

charge layer at moderate convection (Krehbiel, 1986; Stolzenburg et al., 1998). This 625 
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relationship is valid under different climatic regions, different types of storms and across the 626 

seasons (e.g. Shindo et al. 2015; Salvador et al., 2020). Thus, these environmental 627 

temperatures also apply to winter storms. 628 

(iv) In term of electrification, the bright band signature is indicative of a change in the 629 

dielectric constant. Balloon-borne observations reported a dense charge layer near the 0ºC 630 

isotherm (e.g. Shepherd et al., 1996; Rust and Trapp, 2002; Stolzenburg et al., 2007). 631 

Shepherd et al. (1996) and others (Stolzenburg and Marshall, 2008 and references therein) 632 

have associated the layers of charge near the 0°C level with the melting process, as evidenced 633 

by the presence of a radar bright band. AWS measurements (Table 2) confirm, with negative 634 

temperatures, that both ENT and CTA towers were above the melting level during lightning. 635 

When these conditions are met, like in the present case studies, the tip of ENT is beyond 636 

the maximum potential associated with the lower charge layer (melting level), exposing the 637 

tip of the tower to the main negative charge layer, thus setting favorable conditions for the 638 

inception of upward lightning. Although there were no measurement allowing inferring the 639 

polarity of the upward leaders, the negative polarity of the recorded return strokes indicates 640 

upward leaders were positive, at least on March 24. If the opposite is the case, where the 641 

tower would have been exposed to a main positive charge layer instead, the upward leaders 642 

emerging from the tower would have been of negative polarity (and the return strokes 643 

positive). Eventually, the inception of negative upward lightning is more difficult, as more 644 

intense electric fields are required, by a factor of about two (Bazelyan et al., 2015). 645 

In addition to the meteorological aspects that set a favorable environment for winter 646 

lightning, local wind conditions around the tower tip may play role in the upward leader 647 

inception (Table 2). It appears that a strong wind would be necessary to remove the corona 648 

shield at the tower tip, clearing the way for the inception of an upward leader (Wang and 649 

Takagi, 2012; Warner et al., 2014). According to Mazur (2016) this is the most probable 650 

explanation for self-initiated upward lightning in the absence of nearby preceding lightning 651 

activity. Warner et al. (2014) suggested a wind speed threshold of 8 m s-1. Mostajabi et al. 652 

(2018) analyzed the influence of the wind speed on a long dataset of upward lightning at 653 

Säntis tower. They found that above 12 m s-1, almost only self-initiated lightning occurs at 654 

Säntis. In the present case study, strong wind gusts (> 30 m s-1 and >15 m s-1) were recorded 655 

by the AWS in the vicinity of the tower, for March 24 and 31, respectively. 656 

 657 
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5. Conclusion 658 

We analyze lightning data and thundercloud characteristics recorded on two days of 659 

March 2017 during Cerdanya-2017 campaign thanks to remote sensing products and local 660 

measurements performed at Cerdanya Station. These two storm days exhibit very different 661 

numbers of flashes striking high structures on Tosa d’Alp more than 2,500 meters high and 8 662 

km from CS. One structure is an instrumented tower 25 m high (ENT) and another is a 663 

communication antenna (CTA). On March 24, we count 18 flashes including 66 strokes 664 

located on this mountain during the storm activity and on March 31, only 2 flashes including 665 

6 strokes. The main observations are summarized in the following. (i) Two structures are 666 

struck by these flashes, ENT and CTA separated by 1.3 km. A large majority of the flashes 667 

are detected on CTA that is at a lower altitude but a little taller with 31 m compared to 25 m. 668 

Thus, during a winter storm, a tall structure on a mountain top can be struck by a great 669 

number of flashes, until 14 flashes in less than two hours for an antenna. (ii) A high 670 

proportion of the flashes that strike a tall structure exhibit the characteristics of upward 671 

flashes: negative polarity, large multiplicity, low peak current and short inter-stroke time. 672 

They produce a negative variation of the electrostatic field measured at CS, which confirms 673 

the negative polarity and a substantial charge amount neutralized within the cloud. (iii) A high 674 

proportion of these flashes have a CG- stroke as first detection with little VHF radiations at 675 

the neighboring of the structure. They are good candidates to be considered as self-triggered 676 

flashes. (iv) On March 24, all the 18 flashes with VHF sources detected in a radius of 5 km 677 

around the structures strike one of them. On March 31, only two flashes out of seven that 678 

produce VHF sources in the same area, strike one of the towers. The conditions for striking 679 

the towers are much better on March 24, although all observations show stronger convective 680 

activity and more CG flashes in the study area on March 31. (v) A common condition on both 681 

days that can explain the ability to strike the towers is the altitude of the cloud region with a 682 

temperature around -15°C which is the prime area for non-inducting charging process. (vi) 683 

Although both days show convective activity, meteorological features that seems to make a 684 

difference are the higher Doppler spectral width on 24 March, as well as the stronger wind at 685 

low levels on this day, which removes the corona shield at the tower tip, clearing the way for 686 

the inception of upward lightning. 687 

 688 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the flashes striking the ENT or the CTA. From the first column: 970 

date and time, multiplicity M, average multiplicity M�  for the study area (between brackets) 971 

and for the flashes striking ENT or CTA, average peak current Ip,1���� for the strokes of a same 972 

flash, average peak current Ip,2���� for the study area and for the day (between brackets) and for 973 

all the strokes striking ENT or CTA, inter-stroke time interval, type of the first detection for 974 

the flash, electric field jump measured at CS, location of the stroke. 975 

 976 

 977 

 978 

 979 

 980 

    
Temperature (ºC) 

Relative  
Wind speed (m/s) 

Humidity (%) 

Date period average minimum (time) range average max. gust (time) 

       

       

2017-03-24 20:30-22:30 -1.7 -2.1 (22:29) 100 17.3 33.1 (21:44) 

       

2017-03-31 18:00-19:30 -1.3 -1.5 (19:29) 100 7.1 17.5 (18:55) 

       

 981 

Table 2. Temperature, Relative Humidity and Wind conditions at the towers during both 982 

periods of lightning activity. 983 
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 987 
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 989 

 990 

Fig. 1. The Cerdanya valley, located in the Eastern Pyrenees mountain range, oriented ENE-991 

WSW across Spain and France, 10 km wide and 35 km long. The pictures superimposed show 992 

the Tosa d’Alp Automatic Weather Station (2,500 m asl), the Eagle Nest Tower 25 m high, 993 

and the field experiment Cerdanya-2017 located at the Aerodrome of Cerdanya (1100 m asl) 994 

with the MRR, the HADPRO radiometer and the electric field mill.  995 
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 1009 

 1010 

Fig. 2. Parameters measured during the storm event on March 24: a) CG lightning flash 1011 

density in the region of the Cerdanya-2017 experiment calculated with a resolution of 0.05° × 1012 

0.05°, from Météorage. b) Time series of the vertical profile of the radar reflectivity, the 0°C 1013 

isotherm (dashed line) and the -10°C isotherm (dash-dotted line). c) Time series of the 1014 

electrostatic field (solid line), the distance of the CG strokes (- for CG- and + for CG+), the 1015 

profile of the Doppler velocity of the falling meteors retrieved by the radar (coloured scale). 1016 

d) Time series of the profile of the spectral width retrieved by the radar. The altitude is 1017 

considered above ground level (agl). 1018 
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 1019 

 1020 

 1021 

Fig. 3. Storm event on March 24: a), b) and c) CTT distribution and lightning stroke location 1022 

(red plus for CG+ and pink circle for CG-) detected by Météorage during 15 minutes around 1023 

the time of the Meteosat scanning at 20:40, 20:55 and 21:10 UT, respectively. The triangle 1024 

and the diamond indicate the locations of the tower and the station, respectively. d), e) and f) 1025 

Radar reflectivity (CAPPI at 1 km) in the same area and lightning stroke location (white plus 1026 

and circle for CG+ and CG-, respectively) detected by Météorage during 6 minutes around the 1027 

time of the radar scan. g), h) and i) Radar reflectivity vertical cross section corresponding to 1028 

the segment in d), e) and f), respectively. The circles correspond with lightning strokes 1029 

located at less than 5 km from the segment. 1030 
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 1033 

 1034 

 1035 

 1036 

 1037 

Fig. 3. Following, for the same day and at 21:55 and 22:10 UT for CTT (j,k), at 21:54 and 1038 

22:12 UT for radar reflectivity (l-o).  1039 
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 1048 

 1049 

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 for the storm event on March 31. 1050 
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 1056 

 1057 

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 for the storm event on March 31. 1058 
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 1068 

 1069 

 1070 

 1071 

 1072 

 1073 

 1074 

 1075 

Fig. 6. Zoom on the region of the ENT with the location of the CG- strokes detected by 1076 

Météorage, blue circles for March 24 and red circles for March 31. The black and yellow 1077 

triangles indicate the location of ENT and CTA, respectively. 1078 
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 1088 

Fig. 7. Reconstruction of six individual CG- flashes from March 24 (a-f), superimposed on 1089 

CAPPI of radar reflectivity. The VHF sources are indicated by crosses (magenta, white and 1090 

black if they are the first, intermediate and last detection of the flash, respectively) and the 1091 

CG- strokes by circles (magenta, grey and black if they are the first, intermediate or last 1092 

detection of the flash, respectively). The black triangle and diamond indicate the location of 1093 

the ENT and the CS. 1094 
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 1097 

 1098 

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6 for four CG- flashes from March 31 (a-d).  1099 
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 1112 

 1113 

 1114 

 1115 

Fig. 9. Density of VHF sources detected by the XDDE in a 0.4° × 0.4° area around the ENT 1116 

on March 24: a) for the flashes striking the ENT or the antenna and b) for all the other flashes 1117 

that did not strike it (4 CG- flashes and 1 IC flash). 1118 
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 1144 

Fig. 10. Atmospheric sounding at CS in the evening on 24 March (a) and 31 March (b). 1145 
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